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Intelligent Line Segment Perception
With Cortex-Like Mechanisms
Xilong Liu, Zhiqiang Cao, Nong Gu, Saeid Nahavandi, Chao Zhou, and Min Tan

Abstract—This paper proposes a novel general framework
for line segment perception, which is motivated by a biological visual cortex, and requires no parameter tuning. In this
framework, we design a model to approximate receptive fields of
simple cells. More importantly, the structure of biological orientation columns is imitated by organizing artificial complex and
hypercomplex cells with the same orientation into independent
arrays. Besides, an interaction mechanism is implemented by
a set of self-organization rules. Enlightened by the visual topological theory, the outputs of these artificial cells are integrated to
generate line segments that can describe nonlocal structural information of images. Each line segment is evaluated quantitatively
by its significance. The computation complexity is also analyzed.
The proposed method is tested and compared to state-of-the-art
algorithms on real images with complex scenes and strong
noises. The experiments demonstrate that our method outperforms the existing methods in the balance between conciseness
and completeness.
Index Terms—Artificial cells, biological visual cortex, line
segment perception (LSP), self-organization.

I. I NTRODUCTION
INE segments play an essential role in computer vision
as they provide a compact, structure-based description of images in many applications such as inference of
shape [1], shape feature analysis [2], 3-D reconstruction [3],
object extraction [4], image segmentation [5], rectangle
detection [6], and even image compression [7]. Hence, line
segments have been an active area of research over many
years, and many different techniques have been proposed in
the literature. Generally speaking, existing methods can be
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divided into two categories: 1) the global fitting and 2) local
decision methods.
Most global fitting methods are based on Hough transform (HT) [8], [9]. A typical processing starts from edge
points detection [10], [11] and followed by HT to find
the lines that best support the points. Then, thresholds
are employed to divide them into segments with specific
lengths. Researchers improved the standard HT in many
aspects [12]–[17]. In an early work, error propagation was
introduced to improve HT technique [12]. The method
proposed in [13] incremented the HT accumulator in a probabilistic way. Edge points are first evaluated by their uncertainty
and thus have different contributions to potential lines. To
address the problem of false detection, Matas et al. [18]
and Galambos et al. [19] proposed an improved algorithm
progressive probabilistic hough transform (PPHT), in which
faults are eliminated to some extent by introducing the gradient information and a false detection mechanism. In order
to repair the fracture, Guerreiro and Aguiar [20] considered
the connectivity-enforcing mechanism in HT. They modified
the voting process of HT by accounting for the contributions
of edge points lying in increasingly larger neighborhoods
and whose positions and directional information agree with
potential line segments. This mechanism connects a series
of short line segments into longer ones and thus the outline
of objects may be better reflected. However, this complicates
the final results by generating many overlaps and unexpected
extensions of line segments. A universal problem of most
global fitting methods is the computational complexity.
Xu and Oja [21] proposed the randomized HT to reduce the
complexity at the cost of losing some details. Apparently,
the performance of these global fitting methods greatly
depends on the quality of edge detection, which leads to some
limitations. This is due to the fact that the edge detection
of natural images may not always be ideal. Especially for
some complex textures, noises, or clutters, many false points
will be detected while some blurred or unclear edges are
easily ignored. Furthermore, thresholds need to be adjusted
manually when dealing with different images.
Due to the limitations of HT-based methods mentioned
above, local decision approaches attract more attention.
Burns et al. [22] proposed a method to extract the line segments directly. In their method, a line segment is defined as
a line-support region whose points share roughly the same
image gradient angle. Kahn et al. [23] made some improvements to reduce the calculation burden. These methods enjoy
the advantages of accurate positioning with a better reflection
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of image details. However, a large number of short line segments are generated, which makes the results too trivial. In
addition, parameters of the algorithms need to be adjusted
manually. Von Gioi et al. [24] went further along this way and
they proposed a linear-time method, i.e., line segment detector (LSD) without the need of parameter tuning. Furthermore,
its computation cost is only proportional to the number of pixels. The line segments produced by LSD are clear and concise
due to its false detection control that has also been reported
in [25]–[27]. This false detection control may eliminate false
positives effectively in many cases. However, false negatives
still remain a problem, especially for some complex or nongeometrical images such as the portraits of people or animals.
This is mainly because most local decision methods including
LSD are based on gradient orientations, which are difficult
to deal with irregular patterns, such as the hairy boundaries.
Besides, due to the lack of an effective repairing mechanism,
some line segments are often broken into small ones because
of noises and clutters.
Human vision can accurately abstract different kinds of
information of image into line segments with a high degree
of adaptability. Inspired by this fact, we focus on bionic
solutions and propose a parallel system for line segment
perception (LSP).
In fact, a reasonable and efficient line segments map can
be regarded as a sparse coding of an original image [28]. In
order to achieve the human-like extraction of line segments,
one natural way is to imitate the mechanism of the biological
visual cortex. The ventral stream of visual cortex [30], [31]
is believed to be a core structure for visual signal process.
Besides, biological experiments conducted by Nobel laureates
Hubel et al. [29] have revealed that there exist the orientation
columns in the visual cortex. Each column is formed up by
well-organized connections among a great quantity of neurons
with a similar orientation. The powerful information processing ability of the visual cortex originates from both ventral
stream and independent orientation columns.
At present, researches of bionic visual cognition mainly
focus on object recognition, and the core idea is the extraction
of local features with some invariants, such as scale, rotation,
or translation. A representative work is the H-max model proposed by Maximilian and Tomaso [30], [31]. Serre et al. [32]
have applied this model to computer vision and proposed a
four-layer network to extract local features for object recognition. The first layer of the network is an imitation of simple
cells using Gabor filters, and the second layer imitates the
function of complex cells to realize the translation invariant of local features by calculating the maximum value of
simple cells. The last two layers are used to simulate the
neurons in high-level visual cortex for the scale invariant
and rotation invariant. This system is a good interpretation
for the attention-based feature integration theory proposed by
Tresiman and Gelade [33]. In fact, most existing cortex-like
methods only concern the feedforward pathway, and neurons
in each of the layers always work in an isolated manner. To
acquire nonlocal structural properties, the interactions among
the neurons in the same layer should be emphasized, and their
outputs shall be analyzed in groups.
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In contrast to local features analysis, the visual topological
theory proposed by Chen et al. [34] and Chen [35] asserts
that the biological vision perception starts from the extraction of nonlocal topological and structural properties. This
theory is believed to be a better explanation of many biological
cognitive phenomena and has been supported by electrophysiological experiments [36]. Although this theory shall lead to
new solutions to object extraction and recognition, stereo analysis, it is rarely adopted in existing computer vision systems
due to the lack of effective computational models.
The contributions of this paper are as follows. A novel
approach with cortex-like mechanisms for LSP is proposed.
We design a model of receptive fields for artificial simple
cells, which shall approximate biological receptive fields better. More importantly, the structure of orientation columns [29]
is imitated by organizing artificial complex and hypercomplex
cells with the same orientation into independent arrays, which
shall greatly simplifies the designing of the proposed approach.
The interactions among artificial cells are also implemented by
a set of self-organization rules, which provide the framework
with the superiority of parallelism. Enlightened by the visual
topological theory [36], these artificial cells are integrated to
generate line segments that can describe nonlocal structural
information of images. Hence, the proposed approach achieves
a result that is similar to human perception. As one can see in
Section IV, the proposed approach outperforms not only the
HT-based methods [17], [20], but also local decision method
such as LSD [24].
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section II
presents the problem formulation. The detailed implementation
of LSP is given in Section III. The experimental results are
demonstrated in Section IV and finally Section V concludes
this paper.
II. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
Line segments have different definitions in existing methods. It can be a fitting of edge points or the line-support
region. In order to better perceive the images with line segments similar to human perception, a rational definition is
needed. Straight patterns, e.g., bars and boundaries, are the
most common regular image elements. Line segments derived
from these patterns can be easily handled by most of existing
methods. Irregular patterns are also substantial in image elements, in which gradient directions are quite inconsistent on
the edges. Local decision methods are ineffective for these
patterns. Although HT-based methods can deal with some
irregular cases, false detections are also generated. Compared
with irregular patterns, dashed lines like patterns are more
challenging. Due to their characteristic with many smaller but
disconnected similar patterns, both line-support regions and
HT cannot handle them for line segments.
Obviously, there are no common traditional features to characterize these different kinds of line segments. Most line
segments originate from local patterns that produce a sense
of orientation, and the orientations may be easily judged by
a human being. In this paper, we define a line segment as
an abstraction of local orientation patterns with a specific
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Fig. 1. LSP system overview. A gray-value input image is first sent to the S layer and processed in a multidimensional array of orientation perceptrons
inspired by biological simple cells. The resulting orientations are adjusted through self-organization and then they are sent to the C layer. Each artificial
complex cell concerns those orientation perceptrons with some specific orientations within its sensing field (a rectangle region on the sampling plane). The
sensing fields with the same orientation connect to each other to form an array and thus there are a total of 18 such arrays. The line elements are generated and
also adjusted through self-organization. On this basis, Sc layer inspired from hypercomplex cells are used for endpoints detection with the help of information
from S layer and original image. Finally, the line segments are generated by a growing algorithm. Meanwhile, each line segment is evaluated with a specific
significance.

distribution. Inspired by orientation columns [29] and ventral
stream [30], [31], local orientation patterns are detected and
connected. Furthermore, the artificial cells are grouped nonlocally to generate line segments under the inspiration of the
visual topological theory [36].
III. D ETAILED I MPLEMENTATION
A. System Overview
Biologists describe the visual cortex as a hierarchical structure in which signals are mainly processed in a feedforward
pathway. Following this theory, we propose a framework
for LSP. Different from traditional bionic system, the perception results of line segments in LSP come from the interpretation of artificial cells’ group behaviors and status. In fact, the
group behaviors and status of artificial cells can express rich
information about topology and structure with good stability.
Attracted by this advantage, the self-organization mechanism
is introduced to guide the group behaviors.
1) S Layer: Our system is summarized in Fig. 1.
A gray-value input image is first analyzed by a multidimensional array of orientation perceptrons, which are inspired by
biological simple cells found by Hubel and Wiesel [37] in the
primary visual cortex.
Generally speaking, edge detectors and gradient angles can
be used to determine the local orientation. However, they are
only effective for straight bars or boundaries and may not be
suitable for irregular patterns. A possible solution is to apply
a smoothing procedure. A problem of this operation is that it is
actually a calculation of the relationship between a point and
its neighborhood. Clearly, this operation cannot always conform to human behavior because human perception normally
focuses on a local pattern instead of a point. In contrast, the
simple cells have a strong orientation and location selectivity
for the patterns in their receptive field [37].

As shown in Fig. 1, sampling points are distributed evenly
on the perception plane to form up an array. In the array, there
are 18 orientation perceptrons Sk (k = 0, 1, . . . , 17) at each
sampling point with corresponding orientations of k × 10◦ .
This setting is supported by the biological experiment [38],
which shows that in the orientation columns of visual cortex,
preferred orientations of simple cells with the same location
of receptive field are arranged at the interval of about 10◦ .
2) C Layer: This layer corresponds to biological complex
cells which are tolerant to the positions of patterns in their
receptive fields.
The outputs of orientation perceptrons are sent to the C layer
and each artificial complex cell only concerns those perceptrons with some specific orientations within its sensing field.
As an imitation of orientation columns where visual signals
sharing a similar orientation are processed independently [29],
the sensing fields with the same orientation connect to each
other to form an array and thus there are total 18 arrays
Ack (k = 0, 1, . . . , 17). The output of an artificial complex cell
is designed to reflect the contribution degree to a potential line
segment of pattern within its receptive field. The line elements
are generated and also adjusted through self-organization.
3) Sc Layer: It is designed for endpoints detection based on
the biological hypercomplex cells whose outputs are believed
to be a further processing of signals from complex cells.
In images, an endpoint may be a sudden change of gray
level, texture, or even local orientation. However, not all sudden changes are related to a valuable endpoint, e.g., those
caused by noises, clutters, or meaningless gaps. So there is not
a common feature to judge an endpoint. In order to cope with
these unexpected sudden changes, we start from the outputs
of artificial complex cells. Only their outputs change suddenly
along their orientation, we consider that there is probably
an endpoint. Then information from the S layer and original
image are used to locate the endpoint.
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4) Line Segments Map: It seems that information provided
by the Sc layer is enough to determine line segments, however,
it is hard to be employed in practice. The main reason is that
there possibly exists a potential line segment between any two
endpoints. If all of them are tested in a higher layer, huge
computational cost will be inevitable and it is also not suitable
for parallel processing. In this paper, this issue is solved by
a growing algorithm.
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Fig. 2.

Sketch of two real receptive fields [39].

B. Relationship With H-max Model
The proposed framework mentioned above is inspired by
H-max model that simplifies the primary visual cortex into
a feedforward hierarchical signal pathway. H-max model has
also been studied by many researchers of bionic visual cognition for object recognition [32]. The core idea of these studies
focus on local features extraction and description. A significant
advantage of those bionic systems is that the extracted features
are invariant to changes of scales, rotation, and translation.
Furthermore, these features are easily described for further
processing. However, H-max model cannot be employed for
line segments straightaway as only local features are considered in this model. It shall be noted that effective line segments
extraction relies on not only local features but also nonlocal
structure information.
The difference between our LSP system and H-max model
can be summarized in the following aspects. First, H-max
model only concentrates on maximum values of artificial cells,
while LSP goes further based on values of artificial cells. More
information such as line elements with geometry properties in
the C layer and precise positions of endpoints in the Sc layer
are extracted in LSP. Second, an interaction mechanism is
implemented by self-organization rules in the S and C layers in our framework, which is not considered in H-max
model. Finally, different from H-max whose output is a vector in which the values of artificial cells in the output layer
are recorded independently [32], our proposed method groups
the outputs from artificial complex and artificial hypercomplex
cells with a growing algorithm to generate line segments.
C. Details of the S Layer
1) Artificial Simple Cell: The biological simple cells have
narrow receptive fields in which excitatory regions and
inhibitory regions distribute alternatively [37]. Positions and
widths of the excitatory and inhibitory regions may differ from
one simple cell to another, which enables the biological vision
to deal with different kinds of patterns. Mathematically, the
simple cell’s receptive field is usually described as a Gabor
function [38]. Although it simulates the alternative distribution
among excitatory regions and inhibitory regions, the Gabor
function violates biological laws in two aspects. First, each
of the regions is assumed to be equal in width. Second,
for each region, values of the Gabor function are almost
centrosymmetric.
As shown in Fig. 2, two typical real receptive fields [39]
can be found where black crosses represent excitatory regions
and white triangles characterize inhibitory regions. The receptive field on the left is sensitive to bar patterns formulated

Fig. 3. Two approximated receptive fields derived from (1). For the left one,
i = 3 and for the right one i = 2.

by black crosses, while the right one is sensitive to edge
patterns as black crosses and white triangles are separated
by a solid line. These two patterns can be a part of a line
segment. For the first receptive field, the center region occupied by black crosses is much narrower than the ones covered
by white triangles. As mentioned above, this case cannot be
described by the Gabor function. For the second receptive
field, there is a sudden change in the center. Hence, the centrosymmetric characteristic of the Gabor function cannot be
satisfied. Noticed the limitations of the Gabor function, we
design a model of receptive field for artificial simple cells,
which shall approximate biological receptive fields better, as
shown in the following:
VL(x, y) =



−(

ki e

x−ai )2
2ri2

(x, y) ∈ φ

(1)

i

where VL(x, y) represents the output of receptive field at position (x, y), φ indicates the scope of receptive field, and i is
the amount of excitatory and inhibitory regions in a receptive
field. In (1), the alternative property of Gabor is remained.
Furthermore, each of the regions can be adjusted independently in width and response strength by tuning the values
of ki , ai , and ri .
Fig. 3 shows two approximated receptive fields corresponding to the real ones in Fig. 2, where the gray levels
indicate the response values of the receptive fields. These two
approximated fields are employed in this paper.
With (1), a convolution can be made with image I on
the perception plane by considering different positions and
orientations of receptive fields
 ∞ ∞
VL(x cos θ − y sin θ, x sin θ + y cos θ )
s(u, v, θ ) =
−∞ −∞

× I(u + x, v + y)dxdy

(2)

where (u, v) is the position of receptive field’s center and θ is
its orientation angle.
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Fig. 4. Perceptive results of some patterns with an artificial simple cell.
(a) Relationship between perceptive field and a pattern to be tested. (b) Model
pattern with different orientations and the corresponding outputs are 1, 0.7475,
0.5060, 0.3040, 0.1255, and 0. (c) Some dashed lines like patterns and irregular patterns and the outputs are 0.8236, 0.5367, 0.6560, 0.6630, 0.4656,
and 0.2871.

s(u, v, θ ) reaches to a maximum value smax when the signals
in excitatory regions are strongest (255 in numerical image)
and the signals in inhibitory regions are 0. Vice versa, a minimum value smin is reached when the signals in excitatory
regions are 0 and the signals in inhibitory regions are strongest.
To normalize convolution results of different receptive fields,
the following equation is utilized:
s(u, v, θ ) − (smax + smin )/2
.
(3)
N(u, v, θ ) =
(smax − smin )/2
Thus, we define the output of an artificial simple cell with
enhanced orientation selectivity, as shown in

0
|N| < T1
f (u, v, θ ) = (|N| − T )
(4)
1
(1 − T1 ) |N| ≥ T1 .
Fig. 4 gives the perceptive results of some patterns obtained
by an artificial simple cell whose receptive field is shown in
Fig. 3 (left).
In order to reduce the computation amount generated from
convolutions, it is necessary for an artificial simple cell to
judge in advance whether it shall be active or not. Clearly, if
an artificial cell is determined to be inactive, tedious convolution computation can be avoided. For an edge-pattern receptive
field, sampling points are selected symmetrically on both sides
of its long axis, if average gray levels of these two sides are
close to each other, it is reasonable to believe that there is no
edge pattern in the receptive field. For a bar-pattern receptive
field, except for sampling points on two sides, extra points
shall be sampled along the long axis. If the average gray level
of the long axis is close to the two sides, it implies that there
is no bar pattern in the receptive field.
2) Orientation Perceptron: The essence of an artificial
simple cell is to perceive orientation of a local pattern.
Considering that local orientation patterns have different types
(e.g., bars and edges), some artificial simple cells are combined into an orientation perceptron where artificial cells share
a same scope of receptive field but differ in parameters. The
output of an orientation perceptron is defined as the maximum
output of its artificial simple cells.

Fig. 5. Outputs of orientation perceptrons. Here we consider the perceptrons
with 90◦ orientation. Each red point is corresponding to the center of an
orientation perceptron.

Fig. 6. Self-organization rules of orientation perceptrons. Each black point
represents a sampling point. (a) Rule 1. (b) Rule 2. (c) Rule 3.

An important thing to be considered is to determine the
size of receptive field. At a specific position, the output of
an orientation perceptron may change greatly with different
sizes. Thus, the size selection of receptive field becomes critical for LSP. It is hard to describe the details effectively if
this size is too large, while too small size will result in too
many details with obscure contours. From [39], one can see
that the receptive fields of simple cells in the retina have visual
angles mainly within 1◦ –8◦ . The visual degree of images is
usually within 30◦ –90◦ . Empirically, 0.04 is chosen in the
overlapped interval [1/30, 8/90] and 0.04 times of image short
side is used as the size of an orientation perceptron’s receptive
field. Fig. 5 illustrates the outputs of orientation perceptrons
at different positions in a real image.
In visual cortex, connections between neurons in the same
layer are widely found and outputs of the neurons can adjust
dynamically through self-organization mechanisms. Inspired
by this fact, some self-organization rules are set. It is noted that
Rules 1–3 are applied successively for each sampling point.
Rule 1: For a given sampling point, the output of an orientation perceptron shall be maintained when it is larger than the
outputs of its two adjacent perceptrons. Otherwise, the output
shall be forced to zero.
This rule is required because a pattern may stimulate
more than one perceptron in a sampling point close to its
orientation. Usually, the orientation with a peak output is
meaningful. Hence, applying Rule 1 can pick up the outputs of those orientation perceptrons with peak values. The
judgments are made based on the original outputs of orientation perceptrons. Fig. 6(a) gives an illustration. There are
five adjacent orientation perceptrons whose outputs are 0.2701,
0.8326, 0.3315, 0.6288, and 0.2701, respectively. For the first
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output 0.2701, it is set to zero as 0.2701 < 0.8326. In contrast,
the output 0.8326 is maintained due to 0.8326 > 0.2701 and
0.8326 > 0.3315. After all outputs are considered, we obtain
new outputs after Rule 1 is applied, and they are 0, 0.8326,
0, 0.6288, and 0.
Rule 2: For an orientation perceptron, two lateral sampling
points in its eight-adjacent neighbors are selected first. These
two points shall lie in the direction perpendicular to its orientation. This orientation perceptron has the right to maintain
its output only if it defeats those selected lateral perceptrons.
Otherwise, the output shall be suppressed to zero.
This rule is considered because a local pattern may also
stimulate orientation perceptrons with the same orientation in
more than one sampling point. Take the sampling points in
Fig. 6(b) as an example. If the sampling point whose perceptron has the output of 0.5236 is of interest, the sampling
points with the perceptrons outputs 0.3112 and 0.4707 are
selected first. Applying Rule 2 for this interested perceptron,
one can see that 0.5236 is maintained as it defeats the outputs
0.3112 and 0.4707.
Rule 3: For an orientation perceptron, we shall obtain its
adjacent perceptrons with the same orientation. If its output is
a local minimum, a smoothing process is executed.
The motivation of applying this rule is to fulfill the vicinity
law and similarity law proposed by Gestalt theory [27], which
states that in human vision, patterns similar and close enough
to each other tend to be regarded as a group. Hence, perceptrons with the same direction shall be reinforced if there is
a gap. Take the points in Fig. 6(c), 0.1022 shall be replaced
by min(0.8924, 0.6389) = 0.6389 because 0.1022 is minimum
among these three outputs.
D. Details of the C Layer
Actually, the output of a single orientation perceptron is not
reliable for a line segment even if it is very large. However, the
existence possibility of a line segment increases if some orientation perceptrons distributing in a line produce larger outputs
simultaneously. This is our motivation to design artificial
complex cells.
Compared with simple cells, biological complex cells [39]
have larger receptive fields and also have the orientation
selectivity. The difference is that complex cells have no special demand about positions of signals in its receptive field.
Because their outputs are invariant to translation and are more
reliable than those of simple cells, the complex cells are often
imitated to design feature detectors. Inspired by this fact, we
design artificial complex cells for line elements generation
with its receptive field supported by the receptive fields of orientation perceptrons whose center points locate in the sensing
field. A line element is defined as a four-dimensional vector
Ld = (ls , β, upm , vqm ), where ls is the contribution degree of
the pattern within its receptive field to a potential line segment,
β is its orientation angle, and (upm , vqm ) is its position.
An artificial complex cell receives the outputs of related
orientation perceptrons within a rectangle zone called sensing field (see Fig. 1). The sensing field is a rectangular region
defined on the image plane. The length and width of the region
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Algorithm 1 Line Element Detector
input: output Os of the S layer, the artificial complex cell
with orientation βi and sensing field Φc .
output: A four dimensional vector (ls , β, upm , vqm ).
1: sum(βi )←0;
2: sum(β(i−1+m)%m )←0;
3: sum(β(i+1+m)%m )←0;
4: t←0;
5: for each position (up , vq ) in Φc do
6:
if (t<Os (up , vq , βi )) then
7:
t←Os (up , vq , βi );
8:
upm ←up ;
9:
vqm ←vq ;
10:
end
11:
sum(βi )←sum(βi ) + Os (up , vq , βi );
12:
sum(β(i−1+m)%m )←sum(β(i−1+m)%m )
+Os (up , vq , β(i−1+m)%m );
13:
sum(β(i+1+m)%m )←sum(β(i+1+m)%m )
+Os (up , vq , β(i+1+m)%m );
14: end
15: if (sum(βi ) >sum(β(i−1+m)%m ) and sum(βi )>
sum(β(i+1+m)%m )) then
16:
ls ← sum(βi );
17:
β←βi + π/m×(sum(β(i+1+m)%m )−
sum(β(i−1+m)%m ))/ (sum(βi )+ sum(β(i−1+m)%m )+
sum(β(i+1+m)%m ));
18: end

are considered to be in proportion to the interval between
two adjacent sampling points in the S layer. The orientation
of an artificial complex cell is that of the long side of its
sensing field.
For an artificial complex cell with orientation βi , one can
sum up the outputs of orientation perceptrons with three different orientations in its sensing field, respectively, and they
are denoted by sum(βi ), sum(β(i−1+m)%m ), sum(β(i+1+m)%m ),
where m = 18 and % is the mode operator. If sum(βi ) is
smaller than any of the others, the artificial complex cell
is disabled. Otherwise, Ld is calculated as follows: ls is
set to be the maximum output of the orientation perceptrons whose orientation is βi , that is ls = max Os (up , vq , βi ),
where (up , vq ) ∈ Φc , Φc is the sensing field; (upm , vqm ) =
arg max Os (up , vq , βi ); β is modified based on βi to reduce
the influence caused by a discrete orientation sampling. More
details are given in Algorithm 1. Note that for an artificial complex cell, Algorithm 1 takes effect only when there
exists an orientation perceptron with a nonzero output in its
sensing field.
The sensing fields with the same orientation connect to
each other to form an array with no overlaps, and thus
there are 18 arrays corresponding to 18 orientations. Similar
to the S layer, ls of these outputted line elements are also
adjusted through self-organization in each array independently.
Considering that an artificial complex cell denoted by Cac has
a specific orientation and the layout of sensing fields is regular, we can only investigate four-adjacent artificial complex
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Fig. 8.

Fig. 7.

Details of an endpoint searcher.

cells of Cac . For Cac and those sharing a long side with it,
lateral competition rule is introduced to disable the output of
Cac if this output is not the largest one. For Cac and those
sharing a short side with it, acnode eliminating rule and incomplete compensation rule are introduced for contribution degree
smoothing. The former rule sets ls of Cac to the smaller one
corresponding to other two artificial cells if it is obviously
smallest. When ls of Cac is obviously the largest, the latter
rule is used and it is updated by the larger one corresponding
to the other two artificial cells.
E. Details of the Sc Layer
The endpoints are important for building valuable line segments precisely. In biological vision, some hypercomplex cells
provide an effective mechanism for endpoints detection. For
different hypercomplex cells, the preferred stimulation signals
may be an endpoint or a corner with a certain orientation [40].
Similar to simple cells, the position and orientation of the
stimulation signals are both required, therefore, the output
of a hypercomplex cell can be used to indicate an endpoint
precisely. An artificial hypercomplex cell receives the signals
from two connecting artificial complex cells (see Fig. 7), and
a switch is introduced to check the difference of these two
artificial complex cells’ outputs. A sudden change means that
there is probably an endpoint, and the switch is on. In an
image, local patterns may be affected by noises and clutters,
and influences shall be decreased gradually with the expanding of scopes. A resulting fact is that there is a contradiction
between reliability and accuracy for endpoints detection. In
order to solve this problem, an endpoint searcher is designed.
First, one can use information from corresponding orientation
perceptrons to narrow the searching scope. Then, information
from original image is used to determine the position of an
endpoint. The detailed searching procedure is given in Fig. 7.
F. Line Segments Map
1) Line Segment Generation: Enlightened by the visual
topological theory [36], line segments to describe nonlocal
structural information are generated using a growing algorithm

Growing algorithm from a starting line element Lstart .

in each array of the C layer. The growing algorithm starts
from the line element with the maximum contribution degree.
After a line segment is generated, all related line elements
will be removed. When there is no effective line element, the
algorithm terminates. Fig. 8 presents the growing algorithm
from a starting line element denoted by Lstart . There are two
growing directions and we take the left growing as an example. Extending Lstart along its orientation to the left border of
3 × 3 sensing fields related to Lstart . Because the orientation
of a line element has been modified and it may be slightly
different from that of the array, the extension line may pass
through one or two sensing fields labeled as blue rectangles
(see Fig. 8). Obviously, there is not more than one effective
line element due to the lateral competition rule mentioned
above. When there exists an effective line element, it is stored
as the present one, and next search is conducted based on the
extension line from Lstart to present line element, otherwise,
next search is still based on previous extension line. In particular, if the extension line passes through only one sensing
field with no effective line element, those two adjacent sensing fields that share the long side with it are also involved.
The process mentioned above will be stopped if an endpoint
or the image boundary is met, and the resulting endpoint or the
intersection of extension line and the boundary is taken as the
result of left growing. In addition, if there is no effective line
element in three continuous growing steps, the intersection
of extension line and the boundary of sensing field corresponding to the last effective line element will be recorded.
Similarly, we obtain the result of right growing. Algorithm 2
provides more details about the growing procedure. Therefore,
two effective line segments are generated, and each of them
connects a result point and the starting one. Especially, when
the directions of these two line segments are close enough, we
combine them into one line segment that connects two result
points.
2) Significance of Line Segments: It is difficult to judge the
significance of a line segment quantitatively. Different applications may have different attentions, which makes it be unable
to give a general evaluation criterion. For example, in stereo
analysis, the lines which hint structural clues will be more
important, while for object recognition, contours may be more
valuable. Besides, the significance of a line segment may be
determined mainly by some large-scale properties, and it is
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Algorithm 2 Growing
input: An line element array LG , An endpoint array EG ,
an array status whether line elements have been
marked.
output: The position PLE of the last line element.
1: StartElement←max(LG );
2: PLE←(uStartElement , vStartElement );
3: Fs ←true;
4: Fi ←false;
5: Sh ←0;
6: Search←true;
7: while Search do
8:
if Fs then
9:
SearchPosition←Extend(β, uStartElement , vStartElement );
10:
else
11:
SearchPosition←Extend(PLE, uStartElement ,
vStartElement );
12:
end
13:
if FindEffectiveElement(SearchPosition, PLE) then
14:
Extend(PLE, uStartElement , vStartElement );
15:
Sh ←0;
16:
Fs ←false;
17:
Status(SearchPosition)←Used;
18:
Search←WhetherGoOn(Sh , EG );
19:
else
20:
Sh ←Sh + 1;
21:
Search←WhetherGoOn(Sh , EG );
22:
end
23: end

hard to find the effective information for evaluation from local
features of original image.
Although it is lack of absolute criteria, some common principles can be found empirically. For example, straight and clear
boundaries always give human a stronger sense than the dim
and irregular ones. In the following, we give three factors to
evaluate the significance of a line segment.
1) Length of the Line Segment: Intuitively speaking, the
longer a line segment is, the more information it contains. So the significance of a line segment increases
with its length.
2) Degree of Contrast: In an image, the bigger the contrast
degree is, the deeper impression it gives.
3) Regular Degrees of the Patterns: Strict and smooth patterns often correspond to some artifacts and are easily
to attract people’s attention.
Mathematically, (5) is utilized to calculate the significance
of a line segment

(5)
Ac = kl 10l/lF + kcon Co /255 + kr Lc
where l is the length of the line segment in pixels, lF is the
length of long axis of an orientation perceptron’s receptive
field. Co is the contrast degree of the line segment and it is
calculated by the mean difference of the pixels’ gray level
passed by the line segment and those beside it. Lc is the
average contribution degree of all line elements included in
the line segment and it is used as a measurement of the line
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segments’ regular degree. kl , kcon , and kr are the weights of
corresponding terms.
G. Computation Complexity Analysis
Given an image with the size of N×M, where N and M stand
for the number of pixels in the length and width direction,
the computation complexity of the LSP system depends on
the numbers of artificial cells in the S, C, and Sc layers, as
well as the processing time for every individual artificial cell.
For the growing algorithm that generates line segments, its
computation is mainly influenced by the number of activated
artificial cells in the C layer, increasing linearly as this number
increases due to nonoverlap growing. Besides, compared to
aforementioned computation cost, the computation burden for
self-organization rules can be neglected due to the fact that
only comparison operations are involved. Let Cp denote with
the computation cost of LSP, and we have
Cp ∝ Ns Cs + Nc Cc + Nsc Csc + kc Nc

(6)

where Ns , N c , and N sc are the numbers of artificial cells in
the S, C, and Sc layers, respectively; Cs , Cc , and Csc are the
processing times corresponding to an individual artificial cell
in the S, C, and Sc layers, respectively; kc is a coefficient.
Clearly, Cs is much bigger than Cc and Csc as heavy convolution operations are only involved in the S layer. For
a convolution kernel whose area is X × Y in pixels, there
are usually X × Y multiplications. From (1) and (2), one can
see that convolution operations in our method are the ones in
1-D as the value only changes with receptive field’s x-axis.
In this case, the signals with the same y coordinate can be
firstly summed up. Hence, the number of multiplications is
reduced to X times. On this basis, considering that the width
X of receptive field has a fix proportion to image short side,
we can obtain that Cs is approximately in proportion to M.
For Ns , Nc , and N sc , it is easily found that all of them are
proportional to N × M. Therefore, it can be obtained that the
first item in (6) has a complexity of O(NM 2 ), while the complexity of rest items is less than that of the first item. Hence,
the complexity of LSP is O(N 3 ) with M = N.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
In the absence of a database for benchmarking the performance of the proposed method, we test LSP on thousands of
images with different kinds, sizes, and noise levels. It should
be emphasized that our parallel system is simulated through
a single thread program on a serial computer, and all experiments were done without tuning any parameter manually. The
sampling points in the S layer are distributed evenly and the
interval is set to 1/500 of image size with a minimum of a single pixel. Results of LSP for several images are first shown
in Fig. 9, and the resulting line segments are drawn in different significances (described by their shades). The first two
images are composed of lines and curves and almost all the
expected line segments are found. The next four images are
photos with some highly geometrical contents. The last four
images contain highly nongeometrical and complex contents.
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Fig. 9.
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Results of LSP for several images with different sizes.

It is seen that irregular patterns are successfully abstracted and
the perception results reflect original information well.
In order to comprehensively verify the performance of LSP,
we compare it to state-of-the-art HT-based methods including HT_MLFRFT [17], STRAIGHT [20] and one of the best
local decision methods LSD [24]. Fig. 10(a) and (b) shows the
comparison with HT_MLFRFT [17] and STRAIGHT [20],
respectively. Clearly, HT_MLFRFT fails to detect the contour of Chinese characters in Fig. 10(a). Moreover, HT-based
methods suffer from false line detections, especially when
they are applied to natural images in Fig. 10(b). Many trivial lines are generated by STRAIGHT. Comparing with these
HT-based methods, LSD achieves better results in the balance between conciseness and completeness, and a sketch that
satisfies human perception better can be generated by LSD.
Comparing with these existing methods, our proposed LSP
method goes further in this direction. As indicated in red
marks in Fig. 10, significant features of original images are
maintained in LSP.
As LSD method outperforms HT-based methods, we restrict
our attention to LSD method in the following comparison experiments. Fig. 11 describes the comparison results
where two natural images with irregular patterns and dashed
lines like patterns (see the underjaw of the horse) are utilized
to test the performance of our method from human perception perspective. It is clear that the results of LSP satisfy
human perception better than those of LSD, especially for the

nongeometrical contents. First, LSP produces more complete
profiles of the horse and three soldiers. Especially, the bodies
of three soldiers are more distinguished. Second, some irregular and dashed lines like patterns highlighted by the red marks
in Fig. 11 are successfully abstracted into line segments while
they are usually neglected in LSD. Third, a definite difference
to LSD is that all line segments of LSP have specific significances demonstrated in different shades, and thus foregrounds
are better distinguished from backgrounds. Besides, for the
curves with large curvatures, there are many endpoints being
detected and thus the curves are precisely described.
Fig. 12 demonstrates a comparison of five line segment
detection algorithms on a natural image [24]. Table I summarizes the processing time of each algorithm running on
a laptop with 1.5 GHz [24]. One can easily see that our algorithm achieves a similar result in terms of processing with
PPHT and LSD, due to the benefits from the following designs.
First, as indicated in Section III.C, artificial simple cells in the
S layer can be determined in advance whether it shall be active
or not. Considering sparse nature [42] of natural images, a significant amount of artificial simple cells shall be inactive in
practices. Take the sky and the white wall of the building
in Fig. 12 as an example. No matter whether edge- or barpattern receptive field of an artificial simple cell is applied,
average gray levels of sampling points in its long axis and
both sides are close to each other. In this case, these artificial
cells are inactivated. Hence, tedious convolution computation
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Fig. 10. (a) Results following the original images are corresponding to
HT_MLFRFT [17], LSD [24], and LSP, respectively. (b) Results following
the original images are obtained by STRAIGHT [20], LSD [24], and LSP,
respectively.

Fig. 11. For each comparison, images presented from left to right are original
image, result of LSD [24] and result of LSP, respectively.

can be avoided, which can reduce the processing time effectively. Second, self-organization rules 1 and 2 are introduced in
Section III. C can significantly decrease the amount of nonzero
outputs from the S layer. As mentioned in the designing of the
C layer, Algorithm 1 takes effect only if a nonzero output can
be found in the sensing field. Hence, the actual computation
cost of our algorithm is not expensive.
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Fig. 12.

Comparison of different line segment detection methods [24].
TABLE I
P ROCESSING T IME OF D IFFERENT M ETHODS

Fig. 12 also illustrates the quality performance of our
algorithm against other methods. HT implemented by
XHoughtool [41] successfully matches most potential lines
with a powerful recovery capability. However, many false
extractions of line segments can be observed. PPHT can handle
long lines with no false detection although small line segments
are missed. From human perspective, line segments generated by the multisegment detection, LSD and LSP provide
a more concise and meaningful representation of the original
image. Compared to LSD with a shortest processing time, LSP
can provide more plentiful information with nongeometrical
contents (see the tree trunks).
The robustness of our proposed method and LSD method
are compared by exerting Gaussian noises at different strength
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Fig. 13. Left column shows an original image and the images exerted by Gaussian noise with different signal-to-noise ratios. The middle and right column
demonstrate the results of LSD [24] and LSP, respectively.

levels on the original image in Fig. 13. Obviously, the
performance of LSD method degrades significantly when
a strong white noise is imposed. The reason of this performance deterioration is that the foundation of LSD, line
support regions, can be easily broken by the noises. In our
proposed method, line segments originate from artificial simple cells whose receptive fields are robust to local disturbances.
Moreover, the existence of the C layer further improves
the robustness as the outputs of orientation perceptrons are
summed up in a large scale.
V. C ONCLUSION
This paper investigates the problem of LSP in natural images.
Different from traditional HT-based methods and local decision

methods, we address the problem of line segments extraction
with cortex-like mechanisms. A general framework for LSP is
proposed, which includes a S, C, Sc layers, and line segments
map generated by a growing algorithm. The experimental results
indicate that the proposed framework can draw line segment
sketches similar to human perception to some extent. Comparing
with existing methods, the results of line segments generated
by the proposed LSP are more vivid and precise.
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